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Saudi Arabia boasts an increasing  base of ultra-high-net-worth individuals carrying  $30 million or more, according  to a new report. Image credit: The
Future Laboratory/Ahmad Alnaji

 
By ZACH JAMES

When it comes to hotspots of g rowing  interest for hig h-end brands, all eyes are on the Middle East, according  to a soon-to-
launch trend report.

Experts at U.K. think tank The Future Laboratory and its partner, London-based luxury and lifestyle consultancy Tog ether Group,
are delving  into the rising  appeal of one of the reg ion's many nations. Flaunting  an increasing  base of ultra-hig h-net-worth
individuals (UHNWI) carrying  $30 million or more, New Codes of Luxury in Saudi Arabia outlines the forces driving  an emerg ing
luxury capital's ascent readers can dig  into an array of insig hts upon the research volume's release later this month.

"Today's Saudi consumers are dispelling  luxury stereotypes," said Alex Hawkins, strateg ic foresig ht editor at The Future
Laboratory, London.

"Moving  away from hig h-status, hig h-shine luxury, the next g eneration of Saudi consumers are re-inventing  luxury from the inside
out," Mr. Hawkins said. "For many brands entering  the king dom, opulence, ostentation, and hig h visibility branded products was
the order of the day, but now 20 and 30-something  Saudi Luxurians, according  to FuturePoll define luxury in terms of innovation
and cutting -edg e desig n, along  with customization and personalization, and the seamless integ ration of technolog y.

"Boasting  one of the world's young est populations, 95 percent of Saudi Arabia's 1834-year-olds think it is important to support
and eng ag e with Saudi-first enterprises, and celebrate local craft and desig n, according  to FuturePoll meaning  luxury brands
must strive to strike a balance between g lobal and local appeal in the future."

For the report, The Future Laboratory surveyed 500 adults in Saudi Arabia who bring  in an annual household income of at least
500,000 Saudi Riyal, or roug hly $133,000. Polling  was conducted between Sept. 1 and Sept. 18, 2023, via FuturePoll, the firm's
quantitative data division.

New-age appeal
Dubbed a "nexus of locally relevant yet internationally networked luxury," Saudi Arabia is becoming  a front-line destination for
top-notch products and experiences.

With one of the young est populations worldwide census data reveals that 63 percent of its citizens are under 30 years old the
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country's future leaders are fueling  a shift toward a thriving  creative economy, propelling  rapid market g rowth rig ht now.

Saudi Arabia is becoming  a front-line destination for top-notch products and experiences. Image credit: The Future Laboratory

Primarily responsible for the overhaul are local "zillennials," who rang e in ag e from 18 to 34. The report identifies a few values
g uiding  the demog raphic's most affluent members.

Interacting  with Saudi-first enterprises is of importance to a near-unanimous 95 percent of the g roup. The nation's fashion
industry appears to be flourishing . Within the next five years, the trade is predicted to contribute $12.5 billion in value to its GDP,
roug hly 1.4 percent of the overall total.

The cohort still larg ely associates luxury with Europe: almost half of those surveyed expressed a preference for g oods desig ned
in the West, at 44 percent.

However, nearly four in every five respondents believe that luxury brands should offer collections or other forms of merchandise
based around occurrences such as Ramadan and Riyadh Season (see story).

Both personalization and innovation are evolving  as core tenants of the buying  experience in Saudi Arabia.

For 51 percent of those with a household income of between $240,000 to $266,666, customization options for luxury
products play a major part in the purchasing  decision and, of those who make more, the fig ure is 60 percent.

In 2022, Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts announced plans to open a new property just outside of Saudi Arabia's capital city. Image credit: Four
Seasons

Technolog ical advancements are at the heart of Saudi Vision 2030, the country's economic plan aiming  to equalize
opportunities for success and make the reg ion an unrivaled fashion, wellness and retail hotspot.

"Saudi is a hug e market so, naturally, different g roups will have different perceptions of what luxury is and how they prefer to
consume it," said Rae Joseph, creative consultant and founder of 1954 by Rae Joseph & Ghaa, for the report.

"Until recently, the Saudi luxury consumer was often seen throug h the eyes of an outdated stereotype, which was inconsistent
with the reality of who these consumers are and what they look for," Ms. Joseph said. "Saudi luxury consumers are educating
themselves about what they consume; they want to understand the narrative of the brand, its history, what makes it special or
luxurious and how that can relate to their world view."

Landscape transf ormation
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Recent reports have indicated that Saudi Arabia is one of the fastest-g rowing  luxury markets on the g lobe (see story).

Its leaders are maintaining  momentum throug h dig ital means. The country has already invested more than $6.4 billion in related
research.

Saudi Arabia is also g etting  serious attention for its retail infrastructure, as luxury labels including  Louis Vuitton, Dior, Gucci,
Chanel and T iffany & Co. continue opening  flag ships and boutiques within its borders.

These offering s support the activities of Saudi consumers, 60 percent of whom use a mixture of physical and dig ital avenues to
purchase luxury g oods.

We've partnered with Tog ether Group to bring  you the New Codes of Luxury in Saudi Arabia.

This webinar will feature key insig hts from industry experts who will offer comprehensive insig ht into the
nation's dynamic luxury market.

Sig n up for free: https://t.co/xfTevEFcye pic.twitter.com/wqIYnry86O

TheFutureLaboratory (@TheFutureLab) January 30, 2024

Spending  power is also driving  overall g rowth. The country has been said to operate closer to a Silicon Valley startup than a
typical economy, pumping  billions of dollars into industries such as beauty, wellness, fashion, travel and video g ames (see story).

Saudi Arabia's investment in hotels and other assorted vacation spots has led many international businesses to take to the nation
(see story). In this reg ard, analysts are expecting  the location's profile to rise along side markets such as India and Turkey (see
story).

The Future Laboratory will host a webinar to discuss key report insig hts on Feb. 20, 2024.

"The King dom of Saudi Arabia (KSA) is emerg ing  as an influential hub for luxury one that is opening  its doors to the world and
embracing  transformation at a remarkable pace and scale," said Mr. Hawkins.

"Under the framework of its Vision 2030 prog ram, Saudi Arabia is entering  a new era of innovation and enterprise," he said. "As
the king dom continues to broaden its horizons, invest in its youth, and construct a leg acy alig ned with its Vision 2030
aspirations, a host of trends are flourishing  facilitated by Saudi Arabia's commitment to technolog ical innovation and ambitious
hospitality and tourism projects.

"KSA's new codes of luxury will fundamentally redefine what is considered premium, as well as why; understanding  new notions
of authenticity, uniqueness and cultural relevance underpinned by the evolving  preferences of sophisticated consumers will be
essential."
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